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Welcome back to everyone with the new release of Rabotti news. 

 

In this number we would like to present You the different power / recovery systems necessary to test some families of 

injectors in database of Your Rabotti equipments and which are normally supplied aftermarket by request of the Cu-

stomer. 

 

Generally these accessories are used for  BOSCH (0 445 120 ###) and DENSO (heavy duty) brands, but also in some CAT 

and XPI applications. 

 

These are mostly bushings that house the injector body to ensure the correct flow of supply in high pressure, or, in 

some cases, to collect the recovery of the same as devoid of the normal seat to put one of the extraction fittings. In 

other cases, these are still systems designed to guarantee an instantaneous supply in pressure necessary for the cor-

rect operation of the injector in the test. 

 

The bushings and all the accessories that we will describe, are designed and built to allow an easy use by the operator, 

and simplify the insertion on the bench thanks to their shape and their size that are well suited to the operational spa-

ces of our equipments. 

 

The choice of the bushing  and of all the systems necessary for the test to be carried out is very simple. Once You have 

selected the injector from the list of the SW installed on your test benches, You can access through the "info" button to 

the composition of the necessary kit and therefore check if the kit is already in Your possession or, if not, request an 

offer to our offices. For SW versions without the "info" function, please let us know the injector code and we will be 

happy to provide You  the ordering code of what You need. 
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Each bush traces the shape of the injector 

body, ensuring the seal of the test oil dur-

ing the test through a viton OR gasket 

placed on the bottom, and in the upper 

part, through the OR gasket of the injector 

itself. Next to the bush there is the junc-

tion for the collection of the recovery that 

connects to the bench with the same pro-

cedure as all the other CR injectors  

 

To supply the injector, a power supply tip 

(Photo 2) is provided which through a 

thrust ring allows the coupling of the tem-

pered spherical 

ending part with the recess on the injector body. The 

push insertion, instead of the more common insertion 

for screwing, allows to safeguard the integrity of the 

injector avoiding the rubbing that would occur during 

the rotation phase between the tip and the injector 

body, and moreover, ensures a better contact between 

the surfaces in order to completely reduce the risk of 

leaks on the high pressure line, invalidating the test's 

goodness. 

The connection to the high pressure pipe is guaranteed  

 

by a swinging extension with M14 x 1.5 connection (Photo 3). The pos-

sibility of orienting the extension favors the operator who is no longer 

forced to intervene on the pipe, looking for optimal bending, but once 

the threaded part has been directed, the tube can be easily inserted. 

For what concerns Bosch injectors’ family , in the kit a tube with a cal-

culated section and length is also supplied that must be shaped appro-

priately when first used . The same is for the injectors of DENSO brand 

and for the XPI type.  
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FEEDING BUSHINGS  

Photo 2 
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Normally, injectors that need bushings to 

be tested, they also need to be fed in a 

particular way, so that the backflow in high 

pressure is always of a certain value and is 

more linear as possible. The owners of 

TEC101 or UNITEC EVO have installed on 

their bench a storage system (rail) de-

signed to ensure the correct flow of  cali-

bration oil in high pressure at the inlet of 

the injector. Specifically, on the TEC101, 

there is also a fixed position to test these 

injectors,  the No. 6 one , the one which is 

closest to the rail / distributor itself. 

For the remaining product line (UNITEC, 

CODITEC, TEC201, TEC200, TEC100), upon 

request, a pre-injection tank with a calcu-

lated internal volume is provided which 

must be placed between the injector and the rail. The pipe on the tank must be inserted on the injector, while on the 

opposite side the pipe coming from the rail must be inserted. 

This system is specific for Bosch’s injectors of the family 0 445 120 ###. 

PRE- INJECTION TANK    
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Some I jectors of  Bosch brand, such as the 0 445 110 376, defined as ballistic, although they do not require power sup-

ply bushings, still require a small accumulation on the inlet of the high pressure line. Rabotti technicians have identi-

fied and verified this volume and designed a system to be applied directly to the inlet of the injector. This accumula-

tion is supplied in a kit consisting of 2 units: one with an M14 connection 

and one with an M12 connection in order to cover both the threading 

possibilities available on the injectors on the market. The contact and 

the seal between the accumulator and the injector is guaranteed by an 

ogive system that adapts to the seat of the injector supply connector in 

test. The part not in contact with the injector has a thread M14 x 1.5 on 

which the pipes supplied with the bench are inserted. 

 

 

 

Accumulation for ballistic  

injectors  
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Also in this case, each bush traces the shape of 

the injector body, ensuring the seal of the test 

oil during the test through an OR viton gasket 

placed on the bottom, and in the upper part, 

through  OR gasket of the injector itself. Next 

to the bush there is the connection for the 

collection of the recovery that connects to the 

bench with the same procedure as all the oth-

er CR injectors (photo of recovery). Normally 

these bushings are necessary for some types of 

Bosch injectors (always 0 445 120 ###), Denso 

and Cat. 
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Bushings for recovery    


